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Abstract. We have studied properties of sustained 

gamma fluxes having quantum energies of >100 MeV at 

different stages of flares with 1-min temporal resolution 

(Fermi/LAT). 

The most probable process of emergence of high-

energy gamma-quanta during the impulsive phase of 

flares (6 events) has been confirmed. Acceleration of 

particles, produced by flare energy release (at dissipa-

tion of current sheet), occurs when they interact with a 

shock front of a coronal mass ejection (CME), which 

develops in the same active region at the same time. 

Nuclear interactions of accelerated protons (>500 MeV) 

with plasma ions lead further to the emergence of high-

energy gamma-quanta. We have established that the 

interaction between a flare flux and a high-speed CME 

during the flare impulsive phase occurs within fairly 

limited periods — from 2 to 16 min. In the events con-

sidered, we have found a direct connection between 

maximum gamma flux 
max

γ >100 MeV
F  and CME velocity. 

High maximum values of gamma fluxes are typical 

of the flare impulsive phase: 3.5·10
–4

·cm
–2

s
–1

≤
 
≤

max

γ >100 MeV
F

≤ 1.3·10
–2

·cm
–2

s
–1

. At the same time, the value 
max

γ >100 MeV
F

=0.013·cm
–2

s
–1

 was the highest for the events observed by 

Fermi/LAT from 2008 to 2017. 

During the development of CMEs moving with a 

supersonic speed, shock waves are formed which are the 

major power source of accelerated particles during the 

main phase of gradual flares. In some cases, however, 

the impact of shock waves on particle acceleration is the 

greatest in the short impulsive phase. 

To reveal parameters most effectively influencing 

the generation of high-energy gamma-ray emission, we 

have compared 17 flare events. The most significant 

parameter proved to be the time interval of joint action 

of flare process and CME shocks. 

We have established that during simultaneous devel-

opment of flare process and CME attendant on the flare, 

the most efficient particle acceleration occurs which gives 

rise to maximum fluxes of high-energy gamma-quanta. 

Keywords: flares, coronal mass ejection, particle ac-

celeration, gamma-ray emission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Studies of the structure of solar active regions with 
powerful flares developing in them have identified the 
most probable sources of particle acceleration such as: 
electric fields, plasma and MHD turbulence, and shock 
waves. Each of these sources features duration, efficien-
cy, and typical scale. One of the basic mechanisms of 
particle acceleration during the flare impulsive phase is 
thought to be the release of free magnetic energy in the 
active region due to its dissipation in current sheets 
caused by magnetic reconnection followed by stochastic 
acceleration during the development of various plasma 
instabilities [Altyntsev et al., 1982; Priest, Forbs, 2005; 
Somov, 2013]. These observations have shown that 
magnetic reconnection occurs both in the solar corona 
and in the solar chromosphere [Li et al., 2017]. The sec-
ond mechanism of particle acceleration in flares (partic-
ularly in proton events) is the acceleration at fronts of 
shock waves generated during propagation of coronal 

mass ejections (CMEs) from active regions. 

According to modern concepts, the occurrence of 

flares and their associated plasma ejections is closely 

related to imbalance of magnetic structures of active 

regions in the course of their evolution. When develop-

ing, the magnetic structures of active regions with fila-

ments located on the magnetic field neutral line become 

more and more complicated. Above the filaments there 

are closed magnetic field loops, which create a closed 

magnetic configuration of the entire active region up to 

coronal heights. Under continuous action of shear 

movements on footpoints of magnetic loops along the 

neutral line, a filament (prominence) becomes unstable 

and starts to rise rapidly, opening the magnetic structure 

and forming a CME core in the front part. Behind the 

outgoing CME, a thin luminous “jet” of hot plasma pro-

ducing a current sheet is formed [Shibata, 1998; Knizh-

nik et al., 2017]. Let us emphasize that the main con-

tributor to the complication of the magnetic structure are 
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considered to be shear movements along the neutral line 

in the active region [Golovko et al., 1986]. It may be 

just the breakthrough of apices of coronal magnetic 

loops by the moving filament that is associated with the 

flare impulsive phase, because in these very regions 

energy release and sources of hard X-ray are observed.  
It is known that during the flare impulsive phase in 

the energy release region there are rapidly moving 
streams of hot plasma and accelerated charged particles, 
some of which propagate along magnetic flux tubes to 
underlying layers of the solar atmosphere. When ener-
getic particles interact with denser plasma in footpoints 
of magnetic loops, X-ray and gamma-ray bremsstrah-
lung is generated and plasma is heated. The fast heating 
of plasma in the photosphere and chromosphere causes 
its evaporation and upwelling with filling of the entire 
volume of magnetic loops. During this flare phase, the 
greatest enhancement of soft X-rays occurs. During the 
flare main phase, the heated plasma in the system of 
arcs emits in a soft X-ray band for a long time, gradually 
losing its energy [Livshits, 2008]. At the same time, the 
flare-induced plasma streams interact with the develop-
ing CME. This leads to subsequent acceleration of flare 
protons at the CME shock front as well as in shock 
waves driven by CME moving in the upper layers of the 
corona and in interplanetary space. The occurrence of 
type II radio bursts in the solar corona and heliosphere 
is associated with the existence of shock wave fronts in 
CME. Particles can also be additionally accelerated in 
the presence of a current sheet formed by magnetic re-
connection in the region behind the outgoing CME front 
[Manchester et al., 2017].  

In recent years, much attention has been paid to flares 
with the sustained gamma-ray emission phase, which are 
among the most powerful and geoeffective events. They 
almost always occur with a fast halo CME. Such flares 
have also been studied before, in particular with the space-
craft (SC) CORONAS-F/SONG [Kurt et al., 2010] and 
GAMMA/GAMMA1 [Akimov et al., 1991], but little at-
tention has been paid to the role of CME in accelerating 
protons to high energies. Only individual events in terms of 
CME have been analyzed in detail [Grechnev et al., 2008]. 

The flare phase with sustained gamma-ray emission 

is known to imply a large number of accelerated high-

energy particles — protons and electrons interacting 

with the solar atmosphere. The possibility of nuclear 

interactions in the solar atmosphere that involves ener-

getic particles in the most powerful flare events accom-

panied by gamma-ray emission has been raised long 

ago, particularly for proton events. According to the 

results obtained by Murphy et al. [1987], protons with 

energies greater than 300 MeV when interacting with 

the substance of the solar atmosphere can generate neu-

tral and charged π-mesons (pions) whose decay produces 

gamma-ray emission. When flare protons are accelerated 

to Ek>500 MeV, neutral pions produce high-energy 

(>100 MeV) gamma-quanta, recorded by SC instruments. 

Shock waves during CME are considered to be the 

main sources of solar protons accelerated to >500 MeV 

when they propagate in the solar corona and interplane-

tary medium [Tylka et al., 2014]. Grechnev et al. [2008] 

have pointed out that when studying characteristics of 

sustained events it is very important to assess the rela-

tive contribution of particle acceleration in flares and 

CME shock fronts. This contribution may vary for dif-

ferent events, different stages of their development, and 

different energy ranges. Gopalswamy et al. [2018, 2019] 

have found a relationship between characteristics of 

type II radio bursts and flares with sustained gamma-ray 

emission, which suggests a significant role of CME 

shocks in accelerating protons to high energies at large 

distances in the corona and heliosphere.  

An extensive observational material on 30 flares with a 

long phase of gamma-ray emission obtained with the Large 

Area Telescope (LAT) of SC Fermi between 2008 and 

2017 has been presented and analyzed in [Share et al., 

2017a, b]. In these papers, the period with high-energy 

(>100 MeV) gamma-quanta was proposed to call the sec-

ond stable emission stage in the development of powerful 

flares; the first stage includes the emission during the flare 

impulsive phase. In such events, the duration of the impul-

sive phase was less than 20 min, whereas the main phase 

could last for several hours or more. 

By using a new method, Share et al. [2017a, b] from 

original observational data on gamma fluxes 100 MeVF  

have obtained their values with a higher time resolution (1 

min) and with estimated statistical errors.  

In this paper, we have analyzed a number of events 

from the catalog [Share et al., 2017a, b] in order to 

identify features of the impulsive phase of some flares 

with sustained gamma-ray emission. We have found 6 

events with high-energy (>100 MeV) gamma-quanta 

during the flare impulsive phase (Section 1). The em-

phasis is on the comparison of maximum gamma flux-

es max

100 MeVF  with the parameters that can alter the flux-

es in both the impulsive and main phases of the flare 

and CME (Section 2). 

 

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF GAMMA-

FLUX DEVELOPMENT DURING THE 

FLARE IMPULSIVE PHASE 

Below are the results of the analysis of features of the 

evolution of >100 MeV gamma fluxes during impulsive 

phases of six flare events. 
As already noted, during the flare impulsive phase 

there are bright areas of downflowing plasma from regions 
of dissipating current sheets in the corona. SDO photoheli-
ograms in the λ 1700 Å line (images of the upper photo-
sphere and temperature minimum region in the UV spec-
tral range) with high spatial resolution clearly show basic 
features of this process. Using a specially designed pro-
gram, we carried out photometric processing of these im-
ages and obtained the time profile of the relative intensity 
ΔI of the 1700 Å line in photospheric flare plasma (see 
Figures 1 and 2). The intensity of the pre-flare undisturbed 
photosphere was taken as 1.00. The temporal resolution for 
individual measurement series was ~50 s.  

The variation of the bright plasma emission intensity 
in the photosphere in the 1700 Å line is an index that 
characterizes well the direct effect of energetic particles 
of flares, which generates hard X-rays and low-energy 
gamma-quanta [Minasyants et al., 2018]. 
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Figure 1. Variation in the relative intensity of photospheric 

bright emission (top) and >100 MeV gamma-quanta (bottom) 

during the August 9, 2011 X6.9 flare (N14, W69). The duration of 

the flare impulsive phase is 08:00–08:05 UT. The end of the im-

pulsive phase is shown by the vertical dashed line. The vertical 

arrow marks the onset of CME (08:02 UT) 

 

Figure 2. Variation in the relative intensity of the pho-

tospheric bright flare emission (top) and >100 MeV gam-

ma-quanta (bottom) in the September 6, 2011 X2.1 flare 

(N13 W18) (a) and in the June 3, 2012 M3.3 flare (N15 

E38) (b). Flare impulsive phase: 22:17–22:21 UT (a); 

17:51–17:55 UT (b). Onset of CME (vertical arrow): 22:18 

UT (a); 17:53 UT (b). Vertical dashed lines indicate time 

limits of the flare impulsive phase 

Table 1 
Characteristics of events of interest as derived from SC observations 

Date 

of flare 

X-ray im-

portance 

flare coordi-

nates 

UT of onset and 

end 

of impulsive 

phase  

UT of onset of 

CME  

V, km/s 

Energy 

of hard 

X-rays, keV  

max
100 MeVF  

cm
–2

s
–1

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

August 09, 

2011 

X6.9 N16W70 08:00–08:05 08:02, 1610 800–7000 7.7·10
–4

 

September 06, 

2011 

X2.1 N14W18 22:17–22:21 22:18, 1000 300–1000 3.5·10
–4

 

June 03, 2012 M3.3 N15W38 17:51–17:55 17:53, 892 300–1000 3.8·10
–4

 

October 11, 

2013 

M1.9 N21E101 07:08–07:24 07:08, 1200 – 4.7·10
–4

 

September 01, 

2014 

X2.1 N14E126 10:57–11:13 10:57, 2000 310–1180 4.8·10
–3

 

September 10, 

2017 

X8.2 S08W88 15:50–16:06 15:51, 3163 500–2000 1.3·10
–2

 

 
The end of the flare impulsive phase (Table 1, col-

umn 3) is determined by the time when the derivative of 

X-ray flux dFX/dt in the region (1–8) Å becomes zero at 

transition from rise to fall on the X-ray emission plot 

(see Figure 3). Then, with negative dFX/dt, the flare 

emission main phase begins to develop. The time inter-

val between the maximum of the emission flux deriva-

tive dFX/dt and the onset of the main phase is consid-

ered to be the explosive stage of the impulsive phase. It 

is assumed that in this period the flare plasma in the 

photosphere and chromosphere begins to quickly rise 

and fill the entire volume of coronal arcs, causing their 

maximum emission. 

The initial moments of CME development (Table 1, 

column 4), presented in the SOHO/LASCO catalog, 

have been specified via SDO/AIA filtergrams [Share 

et al., 2017a]. 

The electrons accelerated during energy dissipation 

in the current sheet are sources of bremsstrahlung radia-

tion in a quantum energy range from 300 keV to 7 MeV 

(as observed by RHESSI and Fermi/GBM). These ener-

gy values are typical for impulsive phases of flares of 

different power. For the October 11, 2013 event there is 

no data owing to the presence of an active region behind 

the east limb. 

For the events of interest in the flare impulsive 

phase, we have compared moments of the beginning of 

CME development, maxima in changes of the relative 

intensity of flare photospheric emission, and enhance-

ment of >100 MeV gamma-quanta. We used Fermi data 

on gamma-ray emission with 1-min resolution, presented 

in [Share et al., 2017a, b; Omodei et al., 2018]. 
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Figure 3. October 11, 2013 M1.9 event (N21, E101) (a) and September 10, 2017 X8.2 event (S08, W88) (b). Flare impulsive phase: 

07:08–07:24 UT (a); 15:50–16:06 UT (b). Onset of CME (vertical arrow):07:08 UT (a); 15:51 UT (b). Vertical dashed lines indicate 

time limits of the flare impulsive phase. X-ray flux in a range 1–8 Å and its time derivative dFX/dt (top, normalized curves); gamma-

quanta with energies of >100 MeV (bottom) 
 
A feature of the August 9, 2011 event is that the onset 

of CME (at 08:02 UT) coincides with the beginning of 
the maximum  impulsive phase of the flare, which causes 
particle acceleration and plasma heating during dissipa-
tion in current sheets — magnetic reconnection regions in 
the active region structure. The flare impulsive phase 
concurs with both magnetic reconnection and additional 
proton acceleration at the CME shock front (typical pro-
cess in the main phase of sustained   proton events). Such 
a feature of development is also typical for the rest of the 
events considered (see Figures below). 

Since the active region that produced the October 11, 
2013 flare was at the E101 heliolongitude behind the ap-
parent east solar limb, it was impossible to construct a time 
profile of the relative intensity of the bright photospheric 
emission during the flare development. Figure 3 therefore 
shows a curve of X-ray evolution in the (1–8) Å region and 
its time derivative dFX/dt (SDO data) whose zero value 
defines the boundary between the impulsive and main 
phases of the flare event. As has been shown previously 
[Minasyants et al., 2018], the X-ray flux derivative in the 
impulsive phase correlates with the relative intensity of 
flare plasma at λ 1700 Å. For the October 11, 2013 event 
due to the sustained CME interaction with the flare-
induced stream, we could observe time variations of 

100 MeVF  in more detail. 

Omodei et al. [2018] have compared time variations in 

>100 MeV gamma-quanta and spectral index of protons 

for the September 10, 2017 event. The observed similarity 

in the behavior of these parameters confirms that protons 

play a major role in generating the high-energy gamma-ray 

emission in the flare impulsive phase. 
The very high velocity of the CME shock front on 

September 10, 2017 undoubtedly affected the amount of 
gamma flux. We recorded a flux enhancement 

100 MeVF  by almost two orders of magnitude as com-

pared to other events (Table 1, column 6). The flux ap-

peared to be maximum max

100 MeVF = 0.013 cm
–2

s
–1 

for the 

entire period of solar observations with the Fermi/LAT 
telescope.  

A feature of the September 1, 2014 event (Figure 4) is 
the location of the active region within 40° behind the east 
solar limb. The data on the development of the flare and 
CME was acquired by SC that monitored this region be-
hind the limb. The soft X-ray profiles as well as X-ray im-
portance of the flare (according to the GOES classification) 
were determined from MESSENGER SAX observations. 
The time of onset of the flare emission was determined and 
its further development was described using STEREO λ 
195 Å filtergrams. The data on X-rays in an energy range 
from 20 to 1180 keV was obtained by WIND/KONUS 
together with Fermi/GBM [Ackermann et al., 2017].  

 
Figure 4. Variations in soft X-rays and >100 MeV gam-

ma-quanta during the September 1, 2014 X2.1 event (N14 
E126). Flare impulsive phase: 10:57–11:13 UT. Onset of 
CME (vertical arrow): 10:57 UT. Vertical dashed lines indi-
cate boundaries of the flare impulsive phase 

                      a                                                   b 
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Figure 5. Maximum gamma fluxes 
max

100 MeVF  versus 

CME linear velocity accompanying the development of flares 

when observed with the LAT instrument at 1-min resolution 

throughout the operating period of the Fermi telescope 

 
We have compared maximum gamma fluxes

max

100 MeVF  in flare impulsive phases with CME velocities 

during their simultaneous development (Figure 5). The 
calculated Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.96. 

We have determined time intervals between the on-
set of CME in the active region and the onset of the 
flare impulsive phase. In most cases, CME was preced-
ed by the onset of the flare impulsive phase. It is note-
worthy that for the six events in which the >100 MeV 
gamma fluxes at the beginning of the flare impulsive 
phase were recorded, these interval (in minutes) was +2, 
+1, +2, 0, 0, +1. 

Only in three events — March 7, 2012, February 25, 

2014, and September 6, 2011, maximum gamma fluxes 

were recorded max

100 MeVF  in the flare main phase within 

values typical of the impulsive phase of the flare under 

study. We have compared results for 30 events with

100 MeVF  obtained from 1-min resolution observations 

with the LAT instrument throughout the operating peri-

od of the Fermi telescope. During the rest of the events 

there were lower maximum gamma fluxes max

100 MeVF  in 

the flare main phase. 

 

2. INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT 

PARAMETERS ON MAXIMUM GAMMA 

FLUXES OF >100 MeV DURING THE FLARE 

DEVELOPMENT 

We have presented 1-min resolution profiles for the 

periods of maximum development of >100 MeV gamma 

fluxes (Fermi) [Share et al., 2017a, b] for 17 of 32 flare 

events. Using this data, we compared maximum gamma 

fluxes with parameters that may have an effect on
max

100 MeVF  in both the flare impulsive and main phases. 

In column 3 of Table 2 is X-ray importance of flares, 

according to the GOES classification, time of their onset 

and end. By definition, the time of end of a GOES X-

ray flare is the time when the flux between the maxi-

mum value and the background level before the flare 

decreases by a factor of two.  

Maximum gamma fluxes
max

γ >100 MeV
F and times of their re-

cording are shown in columns 4 and 5 respectively. We 

also determined the time difference between recording of
max

γ>100 MeV
F  and end of the flare from X-rays (GOES) for each 

event (column 7). 

The study of interactions of CME, flare processes, 

and shock waves, which are accompanied by generation 

of high-energy gamma-ray emission with quantum en-

ergies above 100 MeV, enabled us to evaluate the effec-

tiveness of these interactions during the development of 

active processes.  

Figure 6 identifies two different groups of values: 

events with higher 
max

γ >100 MeV
F  and sharp increases in fluxes 

with increasing CME velocity (red dots); events with 

opposite characteristics (black dots). Note that in most 

of the events the CME linear velocities in both the 

groups have close values. This fact points to the exist-

ence of a parameter effectively influencing the increase 

in the gamma flux. 

The development of flares with X-ray importance 

from M1 to X3 also shows that this parameter does 

not play a leading part in developing gamma fluxes. 

The comparison made in Figures 6 and 7 suggests 

that to high values of
max

γ >100 MeV
F  (red dots) correspond low 

CME velocities and low X-ray importance of flares 

(black dots). 

 

Figure 6. Maximum gamma fluxes of >100 MeV versus 

CME linear velocity for 17 flare events 
 

 

Figure 7.Maximum gamma fluxes of >100 MeV versus X-

ray importance (GOES) of flares for 17 events 
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Table 2 

Characteristics of flare events with Fγ > 1 0 0  M e V  

N Date, 

coordinates 

X-ray importance 

moments of onset 

and end (GOES) 

max

γ>100 MeV
,F  cm

–2
 s

–1
  Time 

max

γ>100 MeV
F

 

CME  

velocity  

V, 

km/s 

Δt, 

min 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 June 07, 2011, S21W54 M2.5, 06:16–06:59 5.5·10
–5

 08:02 1255 01:03 

2 August 04, 2011, N19W46 M9.3, 03:41–04:04 4.3·10
–5

 05:05 1315 01:01 

3 August 09, 2011, N16W70 X6.9, 07:48–08:08 7.7·10
–4

 08:03 1610 –00:05 

4 September 06, 2011, N14W18 X2.1, 22:12–22:24 5.7·10
–4

 22:27 1000 00:03 

5 September 07, 2011, N18W32 X1.8, 22:32–22:44 1.6·10
–5

 23:37 792 00:53 

6 January 27, 2012, N35W81 X1.7, 17:37–18:56 4.5·10
–5

 19:48 2508 00:52 

7 May 17, 2012, N05W77 M5.1, 01:25–02:14 2.6·10
–5

 02:38 1582 00:24 

8 June 03, 2012, N15E38 M3.3, 17:48–17:57 3.8·10
–4

 17:54 892 –00:03 

9 July 06, 2012, S17W52 X1.1, 23:01–23:14 6.9·10
–5

 23:26 1828 00:12 

10 April 11, 2013, N07E13 M6.5, 06:55–07:29 1.7·10
–4

 07:13 861 –00:16 

11 May 13, 2013, N10E80 X2.8, 15:48–16:16 3.8·10
–5

 17:42 1850 01:26 

12 October 11, 2013, N21E103 M4.9, 07:01–07:45 4.7·10
–4

 07:19 1200 –00:26 

13 October 25, 2013, S08E71 X1.7, 07:53–08:09 2.5·10
–5

 08:17 587 00:08 

14 October 28, 2013, S14E28 M4.4, 15:07–15:21 2.5·10
–5

 15:45 812 00:24 

15 February 25, 2014, N00E78 X4.9, 00:39–01:03 1.5·10
–3

 01:22 2147 00:19 

16 September 01, 2014, N14E126 X2.1, 10:58–11:34 4.8·10
–3

 11:12 2000 –00:22 

17 September 10, 2017, S08W88 X8.2, 15:35–16:31 1.3·10
–2

 15:58 3163 –00:33 

 
The time dependence of maximum gamma fluxes on 

the end of X-ray flare is, however, much in evidence. The 
vertical dashed line in Figure 8 separates groups with high 
(red dots) and lower (black dots) maximum gamma flux-
es of >100 MeV. Only one event on February 25, 2014 
does not fit the overall picture. In this event, the weak-
ened effect of the flare (X4.9) is likely to be compen-
sated by the contribution of the CME high-speed shock 
front (VCME= 2147 km/s), and the joint action of the 

flare and CME led to the increased flux value
max

γ >100 MeV
F .  

For each group of events we can determine mean 
values of Δt between moments of maximum gamma 
fluxes and the time of end of the X-ray flare: –10 min 
(Group 1) and +43 min (Group 2). Thus, the most effi-
cient particle acceleration at the CME shock front occurs 
during the simultaneous development of flare and CME. 

Let us give an illustrative example of the effect of Δt 

on
max

γ >100 MeV
F : 

 January 27, 2012 flare: V=2508 km/s, X1.7, 

Δt=+52 min, 
max

γ >100 MeV
F =4.5∙10

–5
cm

–2
s

–1
; 

 October 11, 2013 flare: V=1200 km/s, M4.9, 

Δt= –26 min, 
max

γ >100 MeV
F =4.7∙10

–4
cm

–2
s

–1
. 

Thus, we have revealed the existence of two separate 

groups of 
max

γ >100 MeV
F  (Figure 6). Each group comprises 

events that differ in efficiency of interaction of flare 
particles with CME shock waves. 

 

3. MAIN RESULTS 

AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have analyzed the evolution of 

 

Figure 8. Maximum gamma fluxes of >100 MeV for each 

of the 17 events when compared with the time difference be-

tween 
max

γ>100 MeV
F  and end of the X-ray flare (GOES) 

 

sustained gamma fluxes at different stages of the flare 

process, using Fermi/LAT observations with 1-min res-

olution [Share et al., 2017a, b]. 
We focus on the determination of various laws of in-

teraction between flare processes and CME. We have 

found that the time of occurrence of CME is closely 

related to the development of the flare impulsive phase. 

The most efficient particle acceleration at the CME 

shock front, which generates high-energy (>100 MeV) 

gamma fluxes, is observed when the ejection occurs and 

develops just before the flare impulsive phase or during 

this phase. Of the six events considered, only for the 

September 6, 2011 flare the maximum value of
γ >100 MeV

F  
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in the impulsive phase was slightly lower than that in 

the main phase of the flare. In other cases, 
max

γ>100 MeV
F  dur-

ing the impulsive phase was the highest throughout the 

flare event (Figures 1–4). 

Note an interesting feature — the flare flux during 

the impulsive phase interacted with high-speed CME 

within a rather limited time interval — from 2 to 16 

min. In the above events, we have found a direct rela-

tionship between 
max

γ>100 MeV
F  and CME velocity. 

During the development of CME accompanied by 

the formation of shock waves, the energetic particle 

acceleration generally occurs during the main phase of 

the sustained gamma flare. In some cases, however, the 

energetic particle acceleration at the CME shock front 

takes place exactly in the short impulsive phase.  

For 17 events we have compared 
max

γ>100 MeV
F  with dif-

ferent physical parameters in order to identify the most 

significant of them for generation of >100 MeV gamma-

quanta. 

Presumably, the most efficient particle acceleration 

occurs during the simultaneous development of flare 

and CME. Each of the eight events with 
max

γ>100 MeV
F  from 

1.7·10
–4

 to 1.3·10
–2

cm
–2

s
–1

 is characterized by the pres-

ence of the interval of simultaneous development of the 

flare process and its related CME with a shock wave 

(Figure 8). 

The dominant effect is pronounced on the back-

ground of 
max

γ>100 MeV
F < 7·10

–5
cm

–2
s

–1
 observed in time in-

tervals over 20 min after the end of the X-ray flare at 

close CME velocities and X-ray importance of the 

flares. A decrease in the gamma-ray emission outside 

the interval of the joint action of the flare processes and 

CME is probably due to the fact that the proton acceler-

ation occurs largely at the CME shock front. 

Thus, during sustained events with high-energy 

gamma-ray emission, the most efficient particle acceler-

ation (with Ek>500 MeV) is likely to occur if a flare and 

a CME shock wave develop almost simultaneously. 
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